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Abstract

The UK is poised to embrace net zero carbon emission technologies to meet its Paris accord targets, including offshore gas storage associated with hydrogen fuel economy (UHS) and long-planned Carbon Capture Utilization and Storage (CCUS) schemes. During gas injection into geological reservoirs, different dissolution and precipitation processes can occur simultaneously, due to pressure and temperature gradients and chemical disequilibria. Consequently, local rock heterogeneities develop, potentially affecting both the injectivity and mechanical integrity of the storage site. In the NOC Rock Physics Laboratory (NOC-RPLab), we conduct experiments which replicate reservoir conditions during human gas (CO₂ and H₂) injection/extraction activities in target CCUS and UHS reservoirs. Our goal is to generate data that can help ensuring safe and sustainable operations: (i) by understanding how they could compromise the stability of the geological system and affect the ecosystems above (e.g., leakages, shallow aquifer contamination, tremors), and (ii) by exploring more efficient carbon clean strategies, such as CO₂ enhanced geothermal recovery or CO₂-buffering H₂ storage. The integration of our experimental data into seismic forward modelling is essential to assess the detectability and interpretation of all these changes using remote geophysical methods.
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